
 

LEVELCHANGER OFFERS VIDEO FEATURES 
INTEGRATED WITH WRESTLING SCORING APP 

 
PALO ALTO, CA. July 31, 2018  -  LevelChanger, publisher of the Takedown suite of market-leading 

collegiate and scholastic wrestling apps, has added video-related features to its app.  The new feature allows 

the app operator to score a wrestling match and simultaneously to record video using a single tablet.  These 

video features are available for purchase in the app via the Takedown Store.  Introductory pricing is $49.99 for 

an annual subscription and $9.99 for a seven day subscription.  Takedown is compatible with the iPadTM mobile 

tablet. 

 

USER FEEDBACK 

Recently, LevelChanger surveyed hundreds of wrestling teams about their video needs. According to the 

respondents, the top four are: 

● Properly naming and organizing the video library; 

● Coach and athlete access for reviewing performance; 

● Using a single device for scoring wrestling matches and recording video. 

Takedown’s video implementation addresses each of these requirements. 

 

RECORDING 

Using the iPad’s built-in camera, Takedown automatically starts recording video when a wrestling match 

begins and stops when the match ends. This behavior eliminates the need to manually start and stop the 

recording, allowing the operator to focus on correctly scoring the wrestling match. 

 

Each recorded wrestling match generates a video file that is comprehensively titled and stored on-device. 

Takedown organizes its on-device video library into event folders containing a separate video file for each 

match. By automatically curating the wrestling match video library, Takedown saves the operator from the 

time-intensive task of manually re-labelling and organizing video files from a separate video camera. 

 

“We looked at other apps.  Takedown is better and more cost-effective by a wide margin,” said Michael Ritter, 

head wrestling coach, Wauseon High School. 

 

PLAYBACK 

Takedown video is reviewed in the app via a custom designed video player that allows instant access to any 

recorded scoring event. For example, if a wrestler scored a “reverse” in the middle of the third period, the 

operator can tap on the scoring notation and instantly advance to that point in the match video.  This capability, 

called ScoreSeekTM, improves the video review process by skipping directly to relevant points in a wrestling 

match. ScoreSeek is also compatible with cloud-stored video allowing users to delete local video copies which 

frees up on-device storage.. 

-- more -- 



 

“ScoreSeek saves time and money. Since it works with cloud-stored videos, we can delete on-device copies 

and use lower cost iPads with less storage space," remarked Orlando Reyes, head wrestling coach, Holmdel 

Youth Athletic Association. 

 

CLOUD SHARING 

Takedown securely uploads on-device video to a user-specified YouTubeTM account.  YouTube, a free service, 

is the world’s largest video storage and streaming platform.  Videos uploaded to YouTube by Takedown have a 

privacy setting that prevents the general public from searching for or discovering the videos.  This is important 

to many wrestling teams because of privacy issues and to prevent competitors from scouting. In addition, 

Takedown organizes uploaded videos into various playlists -- one for each event and wrestler -- so that 

coaches can easily locate video content of interest. 

 

After uploading video to YouTube, Takedown can share associated video with coaches, wrestlers and parents 

using an embedded email feature which  auto-populates recipient email addresses and a list of match 

outcomes linked to associated video.  This capability of sharing relevant video links to the correct audience 

with a single tap is a significant time saver for wrestling teams.  

 

ABOUT LEVELCHANGER 

LevelChanger™, founded in 2011, develops mobile applications for the benefit of the scholastic wrestling 

community, including coaches, managers, scorekeepers and fans. Takedown Scoring and Stats has been  

installed by more than 3,000 colleges, high schools, middle and elementary schools, and wrestling clubs 

worldwide.  To date, more than 210,000 wrestling matches have been scored with Takedown. On the App 

Store, Takedown Scoring and Stats is the highest ranking scholastic and college wrestling app. 
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